
Experience the European Design Difference

Operatory Furniture



Experience the Difference in Quality

Much More Than Generic Casework

European Design manufactures a wide array of dental operatory furniture to help you and your staff 

work more efficiently. The European Design Difference is visible in everything we manufacture. Our  

furniture is a unique blend of concept and construction specifically designed to meet your unique  

storage, workflow, infection control and esthetic requirements.

Superb Quality for an Excellent Value

Our company was built on the premise of bringing long-term investment value to our customers.  

We understand that your decision to purchase dental furniture will impact your practice for up to  

30 years. If you are looking for superb quality at a great value, then look no further. European Design will 

exceed your expectations with over 30 years of experience and thousands of dental office installations 

nationwide. We stand behind our pledge for quality because our furnishings must stand behind you.

“Not only are their furnishings excellent looking, they are function-smart. Everything 
is right where I need it. European Design worked with me to customize the furniture 
according to my layout needs.”  

Christopher A. Troscinski, DDS 
Woodridge, Illinois

Ability to Customize to  
Meet Your Design Requirements

We offer a variety of sizes and styles to suit your needs. 

If your practice requires a specialized design or size to 

meet your specifications, European Design welcomes 

the opportunity. Just contact us to consult with one of 

our experienced representatives who will be happy to 

assist you with your dental furniture requirements.



Experience the Difference in Quality

Features Local Cabinetmaker Other Manufacturers
European Design 
The Right Choice

Seamless Stainless Steel Bases 

and Support Columns

Not Available  

Wood/laminate base

Not Available 

Riveted steel or wood laminate
STANDARD

Solid Nickel Asepsis Handles
Not Available 

Plastic or aluminum pulls

Not Available 

Tubular shape pulls (difficult to clean)
STANDARD

Full Extension  

Ball Bearing Slides

Not Available 

Partial extension roller-type slides

Not Available 

Met-a-box 3/4 extension drawer
STANDARD

Soft Close Doors and Drawers Not Available Not Available STANDARD

3/4" Panel Construction Available (certain situations)
Not Available  

5/8" or thinner
STANDARD

3mm Color Matched Edge 

Banded Doors and Drawers

Not Available 

Self-edge laminating strips
Available STANDARD

HPL Laminate or Thermal Fused 

Melamine Applied Inside and Out

Not Available 

(Varnished, painted or left unfinished)
Standard STANDARD

Esthetic Post-Formed  

Accent Panels
Not Available Available (from certain companies) STANDARD

Ability to Customize for 

Design Requirements
Not Available

Not Available or Discouraged 

Slows down the manufacturing process
STANDARD

The best is not optional, it’s standard! Enjoy the advantage.

Note - Custom designed cabinets may also be upgraded to include these quality features.

Exceptional Features Standard in Every Product

You’re ready to make a furniture purchase, and there are many choices. 

When you are comparing features, you can rest-assured that with 

European Design’s dental furnishings, the best features are not optional, 

they are standard. 



Efficient Management of Materials and Workflow 
European Design Treatment Stations are designed to enable you to work more  

efficiently. Materials are managed and meet your ergonomic workflow requirements. 

Choose between sliding or pivoting type work surfaces and select a built-in handpiece 

control or nitrous oxide system. Further accessorize your Treatment Station with  

computer provisions, window inserts, glass shelves or other specialized options. 

ET4380 Treatment Station
Pivoting L/R Change Work Surface

NEW
Assistant Side Kick with  
Pneumatic Open/Close Function

Treatment Stations

Glass shelves Equipment drawer



Treatment Stations

ET4375 Treatment Station
Sliding L/R Change Work Surface

Easy Left/Right Change in Three Quick Steps...

1. Lift small top upward. 3. Reinsert top on the opposite side.2. Slide tops over.

CPU Side Storage



Central Stations

Esthetic round sink 
with a solid surface top 
and an integrated sink

Slide-out doctor’s
writing surface
and drawer storage 

RCS104-TB Tall Boy Central Station
The Central Station Tall Boy is the ideal solution for  

the multi-room plan. Saving you valuable floor space,  

Tall Boy offers you appropriate storage on either side  

for both doctor and assistant.

The completely enclosed x-ray compartment can be  

utilized for two rooms providing you with additional  

savings. 

The Top Trim Panel can be modified to accommodate  

different ceiling heights.

The Ideal Solution for Multi-room Plans 
Communication between you and your patients is confidential and HIPAA  

guidelines require reasonable steps be taken to ensure this confidentiality.  

These issues are addressed by providing customized dental furnishings that help 

to reduce sound and increase privacy in open bay concepts. The Tall Boy Central 

Station offers you this by extending height and adding upper storage.



Central Stations

Waste chute with
easy one hand 
change bag collar

Concealed  
glove-tissue-mask
dispenser

In addition to saving floor space, an open bay layout helps  

you to economize further. This concept eliminates the need for 

separate doctor and assistant side sink stations and additional 

x-ray machines.

“During the construction of my new ten operatory dental  
offices last year, I found the purchase and installation of  
European Design's furnishings to be the easiest part of getting  
my practice up and running. Out of all the major brands on the 
market, European Design was the only one that was able to  
customize the cabinets to meet my needs. The furnishings are  
user-friendly, of excellent quality and the service is phenomenal.”

Mark Mueller, DDS
Deer Creek Dental Clinic, Tomah, Wisconsin



Round End Side Stations

Functional round-end 
curved door

Solid surface counter 
tops include an  
integrated backsplash,  
a waste chute and 
choice of integrated  
or stainless steel 
undermounted sink.

Providing Better Access to the Operatory 

European Design Side Stations feature our unique Round End Storage Compartment  

or Round Sink End and are available in various designs. Choose to place the  

sink at the entrance or at the opposite end in reference to your treatment room.  

Utilize the alcove area of the doctor side station for either a side delivery system  

or desk area.

Wash stations include a Delta Lever faucet, soap dispenser, waste chute and  

airless toe-kick control. Temperature and water flow may be directly controlled  

at faucet. 

Side Stations feature soft close doors and drawers that easily and fully close  

with a touch.

RS5800-R Side Station
The RS5800 Side Station features a curved door and  

two fixed shelves. 



Round End Side Stations

The Soft Close Drawers 
fully extend to reveal  
the entire contents of  
drawers. Drawers close  
smoothly and fully with 
just a touch.

Stainless steel  
undermount sink

RS5400-R Side Station

The RS5400 features a round end sink storage compartment. 

RS7300-L Doctor Side Station
The RS7300 features a round end shelf storage  

compartment with a curved door and two fixed shelves.

The aclove area may be used for a side delivery system  

or desk.

Wall mounted cabinet dispenses gloves, tissues, masks, 

towels and plastic cups.



Specialty Cabinets

Digital Imaging

The ScanX® Dental Cabinet is convenient  

all-in-one storage specifically for use with 

Scan-X. Features include a slide-out eraser 

shelf, waste drawer and CPU compartment. 

Ample space is provided for your LCD  

display, keyboard and ScanX on the  

counter surface.

SX3236 ScanX® Cabinet

Ortho & Pedo

PB-250 Pedo Bench
The Pedo Bench provides a complete 

pedo work center including drawer 

storage, 2-handpiece control, HVE, 

saliva ejector and syringe.

OC1323 Ortho Delivery
Features stainless steel fountain,  

and panel mount 2-handpiece control 

system with HVE, saliva ejector and 

syringe. Note - also available less  

control system.

OC2932 Ortho Delivery
Features a slide-out work surface, 

drawer storage, CPU compartment, 

and panel mount 2-handpiece control 

system with HVE, saliva ejector and 

syringe. Optional features: Assortment 

of monitor and keyboard mounts.

Mobile Cabinets

EML 1820 Mobile
Features a fold-down

equipment drawer, left or right  

side pull-out work surface, 

drawer storage, floor casters, 

fixed top and pull handle.

EMF 1820 Mobile
Features side-to-side or 

front to back sliding top with 

amalgamator well, drawer 

storage, all floor casters  

and pull handle.

Efficient Cabinetry for Your Special Needs



European Design Furnishings are designed to withstand rigorous daily use and provide years of trouble 
free service. Our products utilize some of the finest hardware components available and even go beyond 
traditional standards offering unique features like our stainless steel bases and solid nickel handles.  
The integration of high quality dental equipment such as built-in flowmeters and control systems  
further enhance our operatory furnishings, making it easy to select a complete cabinet system that  
meets all your requirements.

European Design’s network of full service dealers are available to assist you with your practice planning.  
To locate a dealer near you, please contact us toll-free at 1-800-257-7407.

The Details That Add Value to Your Investment

Concealed Hinges - 
Lifetime Warranty

Airless Toe-kick Faucet 
Control System

Solid Nickel Handles - 
Lifetime Warranty

Durable Color Matched 
3mm PVC Edgebanding and 
Post-formed Accent Panels

Stainless Steel Seamless 
Bases with Levelers - 
Lifetime Warranty

Full Extension Soft Close  
Doors and Drawers - 
Lifetime Warranty

3/4" Panel/Dowel and 
Daddo Construction

U.L. Listed/Hospital  
Grade Wiring

Solid-Surface Tops -  
10 Year Warranty

Waste Chutes with  
Easy-change Bag Collar

Details
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